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Objectives

Explore  stra tegies for orchestra ting m athem atica l 
d iscourse  to  enhance  studen t lea rn ing

Explore  se lecting and  sequencing studen t solu tions to  
tasks

Connect le sson  com ponents which  provide  
opportun itie s to  p ractice  question ing stra tegies to  the  
expecta tions of LSSM
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Presentation Notes
- Welcome slideFrame our time together as focusing on strategies, methods and practices intended to allow access to grade level instruction for all learners (i.e. these ensure teachers can engage in the ETP and students can engage in the MP)  . Highlight that the activities and contents within this session will explore how RCL/ RM embed  tools that make these things practical for teachers and students



Resources
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Resources

mathdiscourse.com



Question:    What is understanding?

Statement:  
Students don’t understand grade-level content.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you heard/ said this before? - When educators make a statement like this what do they mean?Possible Responses:- I'm struggling to meet my kids where they are- My kids aren't independent problem solvers- They're failing/ I feel defeatedIn soliciting participants' responses we want to connect the idea of true understanding to - the language within the LSSM (both content and practice)- the expectation that understanding is a process/ journey along a trajectory and not an event - the requirement/ import of discourse in fostering students' articulation/ documentation of their understanding    



‘Math Trauma’ better validates the reactive 
firing of the amygdala; and therefore 
suggests the same cognitive interventions to 
alleviate crippling, lifelong ‘math avoidance’ 
and anxiety.

--Dr. Vinod Menon, et al  

“I am not a math 
person”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With brain imaging, we’ve come to learn the fight or flight part of the brain, the amygdala, is triggered by math. It’s not “they just don’t like math” - there’s WAY more going on here. There are several reasons why students don’t speak up in class…



Potential Reasons Students Don’t 
Talk in  Math  Class

• Language  barrie rs
• Not enough  processing tim e
• Don’t want to  be  wrong
• Classroom  prioritizes listen ing on ly
• Math  anxie ty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect what was shared to these reasons.Here are some reasons why students don’t speak up in math class:language barriersMath anxietyNot enough processing timeDon’t want to be wrongAt C.A., we believe these reasons aren’t permanent. We believe that math classrooms can be filled with smiles, laughter, conversation and associated with positive interactions, and that’s why we are here today.Partnered with 5 diverse school systems, �4000 students, year long qualitative and quantitative studyObserved nearly 1,000 lessons Reviewed nearly 5,000 assignments Analyzed more than 20,000 student work samplesCollected more than 30,000 real-time student surveysTNTP expectations-4.6 months



Question:    What are we doing now to address 
this?

Statement:  
Students don’t understand grade-level content.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More that this is a true statement/ assessment made by many educators... Legitimize the thought... then dig deeper to identify current and potential methods of addressing this issuePotential Responses- Intervention Programming- Embedding foundational content within GL Instruction- Solicit educator responses and synthesize as all current/ potential strategies for addressing this issue are prime opportunities to leverage discourse within the learning environment.     



Mathematical Discourse
…purposeful exchange of ideas through classroom 
discussion, as well as through other forms of verbal, 
visual, and written communication.  Students can 

• Share ideas
• Clarify understanding
• Learn to see things from other perspectives
• Develop a language for expressing mathematical ideas
• Construct convincing arguments regarding the “How & 

Why”  of mathematics
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Mathematical Discourse
…by engaging students in mathematical discourse, 
teachers are able to access and assess what 
students know in order to purposefully plan and 
facilitate student learning.  Teachers can

• Estab lish  Mathem atica l goa ls to  focus learn ing
• Support p roductive  struggle  in  learn ing 

m athem atics 
• Pose  purpose fu l questions
• Elicit and  use  evidence  of studen t th inking
• Use  & connect m athem atica l represen ta tions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few benefits of discourse:Associate prior knowledgeTake ownership of learning - investedUse visual modelsConnected to language developmentDefend their positionTeachers: monitor, assess, evaluate math understanding



Student Centered
Accessible, Equitable, Conversational
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We think of today’s student centered classroom embodying the ideals of being accessible, equitable and conversational. We know students learn best when they take ownership of their learning, when their current knowledge base is the foundation of learning and when they learn from one another.
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Presentation Notes
In order to fully engage students in the Standards for Mathematical Practice NCTM has identified a core set of high-leverage teacher actions–The Effective Mathematics Teaching Practices.  You may also be familiar with these. We have adopted these practices as our Top Teacher Actions to consider when teaching RM•One SMP that students often struggle with is #3- We have to be intentional with creating an environment where students have the opportunity to do so



Presenter
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In order to fully engage students in the Standards for Mathematical Practice NCTM has identified a core set of high-leverage teacher actions. These NCTM TP define for  educators practices  to make sure we are creating an environment in which students can engage in the mathematical conversationsWithin these practices we can see almost a trajectory of instruction. As educators we begin with establishing math goals which leads us to a task that will evoke discourse and discovery which brings us to the facilitation of discourse. Within the discourse, we should see questioning, evidence of student thinking, connections being made and productive struggle



Presenter
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NCTM has also provided their 5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive Mathematical Discourse, Connecting is one of the final steps. Many of us have seen these before and for years have tried to incoorporate these practices into resources that were not aligned with these practice. Within RM and RCl, the curriculum is designed with these practices in mind. Within RM and RCL,  students engage in problem solving, clarifying understanding, sharing ideas, and opportunities for critique



What are three actions we would 
like  to  see  in  our studen ts when  
they a re  approach ing prob lem s?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solicit educator responses and facilitate discussion on connections to Effort, Obstacles and Challenges



Growth Mindset

Embrace 
challenge

Persist in the 
face of setbacks

See effort as a 
path to mastery

Challenges

Obstacles

Effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Discourse Cards are much more than eye candy!! They are a tool that truly fosters and models appropriate questioning among peers while simultaneously building academic vocabulary.  Look at the cards and see how they speak to challenges, obstacles, and effort.  And here is a gunpowder massive growth mindset pitfall that I have been using to set the stage for our approach… “Growth Mindset isn’t just about Effort.  Students need to try new strategies and seek input from others when they’re stuck. They need this repertoire of approaches—not just sheer effort—to learn and improve” Discourse is the perfect vehicle!!Sentence starters and questions are huge!! And people are going nuts for them even before realizing their full potential☺
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In order to get to that Growth Mindset, we must- engage classroom teachers in professional development focused on positioning students as lead contributors to math instruction    - aid teachers in establishing a classroom that supports the discourse and student growth. In front of you, you have a handout of Orchestrating Mathematical Discourse to Enhance Student Learning. This is a part of a series of whitepapers designed to be used as a platform for teacher learning and establishing buy-in To engage students in productive mathematics discussions, it is important to establish a learning environment that welcomes student involvement. The first step is establishing the expectation that every student will contribute to the discourse community



• Make sense of the problem
• Solve & support your thinking

• Share your thinking
• Compare strategies

• Make connections
• Reflect on your learning
• Apply your thinking

Instructional Routines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to  create a strong learning environment is utilizing an instructional routine. Instructional Routines provide structure to our interactions and supports that strengthen our communications.Within RM and RCL there is a daily instructional routine. The routine allows opportunity for students to participate in rich math conversations centered on sense-making.  The routine was designed to meet the needs of diverse learners by engaging students in think time, partner talk time, and whole class conversations about multiple strategies and approaches to mathematics and connects with NCTM TPs. 



Explore selecting and sequencing student solutions to tasks
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Presentation Notes
Now we are going to look at a  4th grade tasks and explore different ways to select and sequence student solutions



Grade 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this exploration, we will be within 4th grade NBT standard



Grade 4
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We will be diving into the LSSM 4.NBT.5. Before we look at student strategies, I want us to fully dive into this standard as if we were the educator. This will allow us to anticipate student strategies,



Supporting the Discourse
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Presentation Notes
Throughout the RCL Teacher Resource book are supports for teachers that ensure ALL students are shouldering the cognitive lift in their learning and engaging in meaningful discourse  For example:(Click) Start – establishes a clear and accessible entry point for each session, engaging students mathematically with prerequisite content.  It frequently is an opportunity to have students manipulate concrete objects to model a mathematical skill or concept.(Click)  Develop Language – provides language support for all students and is especially useful in helping EL students make sense of the problem. (Click) Support Partner Discussion – provides teachers with prompts to help students engage in meaningful peer discourse.(Click) Make Sense of the Problem – uses a language routine to help students understand the problem (Click) Common Misconception – identifies misconceptions that lead to errors in understanding, which can then be addressed in whole class discussion as students are prompted to explain their reasoning(Click) Select and Sequence Student Solutions – gives a range of possible strategies – from concrete to representational to abstract – for use in monitoring student work and facilitating discourse.  This information can be used to make decisions about which models and strategies to share and discuss as a class.(Click) Ask/Listen for are mathematical discourse questions followed by expected student responses that support and facilitate whole class discussion.  Can be used to make connections between student approaches and different models and representations, prompt justifications and critiques of approaches and solutions, and check conceptual understanding.(Click) Deepen Understanding – a consistent opportunity to build conceptual understanding of a key lesson concept by extending mathematical discourse.  The content connects a particular aspect of lesson learning to an SMP, showing how it looks in the classroom. 
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Within RCL and RM,  lesson slides are available for each day of instruction and  the slides that guide instruction through the instructional routineWithin the instructional routine, students are asked to begin by participating in a task. This requires students to make sense of the problem by  engaging with the problem  for three reads. Each read having a different intentionWith this task, the teacher’s goal is to determine if students can apply strategies from previous lessons—in this case, multiplying a four-digit number by a one-digit number using place value, properties of operations, rectangular arrays, area models, and/or equations—to a similar, but new situation (multiplying two two-digit numbers).
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Anticipating students’ responses helps teachers plan productive ways to engage students depending on the generated responses and strategies that come up as part of class discussion. As teachers monitor students as they work, they may notice a number of students using the same strategy or may find a student who is using a unique strategy—one that is unlike what the teacher anticipated or other students used.Selecting is the process of determining which ideas (what) and students (who) the teacher will focus on during the discussion”  Deciding which students will share their strategies is an important decision. In cases in which multiple students use the same strategy, the teacher must decide which student to call on to share his or her approach. Let’s take a look at sample student work for the task discussed in the chair example which is organized and discussed in three different groups. How are students' solutions grouped? Why is that important?Given the various approaches used by students, how would you sequence the class discussion to support productive conversations? What questions would you ask and why?  What about students who have made an error?Although teachers often ask students who have produced correct results to share their strategies, there is much to be learned from students who make mistakes. That is, errors can be used as a springboard to initiate discussions with questions such as, “Do you agree or disagree with Andi’s strategy? Why or Why not?” By identifying, sharing, and discussing the causes of errors, students learn to avoid potential pitfalls and misconceptions that may interfere with their reasoning and understanding. In fact, as students work through errors they see the value of reflecting on the processes they used and come to see errors as a natural part of the learning process. Such engagement with errors gives students permission to take more risks in the mathematics classroom where the focus is on learning and not just on producing the correct answer. 
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In RM and RCL, within the instructional routine, before selected students are asked to share with the whole class, students discuss with a partner. This allows students to explain their thinking to partner, explaining and critiquing their reasoning and making connections between strategies. The teacher provides the sentence starters or discourse cards to help students structure the discussion. This is a great time for teachers to be monitoring and determining the two or three students they want to share out.
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Let's look at Raashid and Juan.What do we notice about these to strategies? How are they similar? How are they different? Juan decomposes 28 and 16 using place value and then connects multiplying the binomials (20 + 8) and (10 + 6) with the partial products algorithm. He illustrates this approach by using an area model that shows the product of each set of numbers in the binomials and then shows how he combined the partial products to determine the final solution of 448. Raashid uses a more traditional multiplication procedure, but illustrates the value of each digit in the process by finding four partial products and adding these to find the result (i.e., 8 × 6, 8 × 10, 20 × 6, 20 × 10). In this case, the teacher might ask each of these students to share his approach and then have the class compare the solution strategies presented. 
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After students have generated strategies and had time to share with others and refine their thinking, their minds are ready for additional input and more formal guidance. During the whole class discussion, the teacher must orchestrate whole class discourse that uses selected student strategies to draw attention to important mathematical relationships and concepts, so-called “deep features” During this time, teacher is considering the selection of student work and what students should be called on. To help plan for classroom conversations and anticipate possible solutions, use questions like the ones here to help guide you in selecting and sequencing student strategies. Select key questions to consider as you observe strategies in the classroom.
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In the instructional routine, after students have explained their strategy, and the teacher has engaged the whole class by  asking other students to restate, rephrase, or discuss what has been said to emphasize understanding, students now  find similarities and connections between the strategies discussed as a class and the strategies within their student worktext. These strategies are outlined within Picture It and Model It.  
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It is essential for students to explain their work and why they chose the method they used and for teachers to ask clarifying questions. Instructional routines that promote student discourse, such as Ready Classroom Mathematics’ Try–Discuss– Connect routine, provide teachers with a classroom structure that will encourage and support these rich classroom conversations. Teachers may examine students’ work and assume that they can interpret students’ approaches, but this assumption may be erroneous. Depending on a student’s ability to express him- or herself mathematically, what is illustrated on paper may represent only part of the picture. As students share their thinking, the discourse questions with the Teacher Resource Guide can be used to make connections between student approaches and different models and deepen understanding by exploring representations, prompting justification, and explain reasoning  
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The key here is to get students to reflect on their own thought processes, the strategies shared by others and, consequently, attempt and adopt new approaches. They make sense of problems and persevere in solving them (SMP 1), reason abstractly and quantitatively (SMP 2), construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others (SMP 3) and improve the clarity and precision of the ways they convey their solutions (SMP 6). As students connect mathematical ideas, problem-solving strategies, and representations, they deepen their own understanding of core mathematics concepts and enhance their ability to express their mathematical understanding orally and in writing 
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It might be appropriate to move from approaches that are less mathematically sophisticated to those that are more sophisticated. The same is true when examining written solutions that may include visual representations, words, and symbols. The goal is to help students identify advantages and hindrances that may be apparent in their own verbal or written responses and consider alternative approaches for showing their work. Although there are a variety of decision-making possibilities when selecting and sequencing students’ work to facilitate meaningful and productive mathematics discussions, the sequence described above focuses on having students consider differences between less to more sophisticated mathematical strategies and visualization approaches. In planning how to sequence student solutions for discussion, it is important for the teacher to help students recognize what information they can or cannot infer from the provided representations and strategies. In the process, students learn how others might interpret the information and are encouraged to consider ways to be more clear and precise when explaining their mathematical reasoning and thought processes orally and in writing.
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When students share, discuss, and compare strategies, teachers have greater insight into students’ thinking. With RM and RCL, teachers have the resources to create this within their math classrooms. It is one complete classroom resource. It’s student centered. It’s data driven. It’s one platform. It’s all your professional development. It’s everything you need for the math classroom in one blended solution. Thank you.



Resources

mathdiscourse.com
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cmorris@cainc.com

Thank You!!!
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